Infosheet
Automotive Stock Audits

Having a clear tally and status listing of owned or financially subsidized vehicle assets held in dealerships and storage units is
key to running a successful business. Our automotive stock audits provide you the information you need to properly calculate,
better manage and strategically leverage the value of your automotive inventory.

Insight into actual stock evaluation

Stock audits for stronger protection and management

Automotive stock audits afford lenders a valuable tool

strategies

when conducting reliable bookkeeping, managing dynamic

In addition to helping you minimize the risk of contractual

financial accounts and tracking timely reimbursement

non-compliance and avoid unnecessary fees, our stock

from their dealership partners. Our independent stock

audits give you an optimal overview and ensure the quality

audits catalog vehicles on hand, itemize vehicles sold and

of your current reserves. We conduct physical inspections

confirm up-to-date contractual compliance according to

to record models, makes and serial numbers as well as GPS

accepted financial commitments. We verify the location and

localization and photographic documentation. Impartial

condition of vehicle assets to help financiers prove actual

and experienced auditors provide comprehensive services

holdings, accelerate after-sale reimbursement and better

to help you determine areas for improvement in managing

manage lending risk.

your automotive inventory.
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Customized to fit your auditing requirements

Independent international services from a single source

Whether stand-alone or recurring inspections over the

We provide objective third-party auditing services you can

long term, our automotive industry experts provide you

trust to support your efforts in establishing high accounting

comprehensive vehicle stock auditing. Our services are

standards for effective risk management and strengthening

tailored to your particular needs and individual risk profile

your fiscal standing for maximum results.

to ensure your records are up to date and correct. Complete
and reliable reporting chronicles the in-depth assessment
of your automotive stock audit for an easy-to-understand
reference of record.

Automotive stock audits by our experienced auditors
Automotive stock audits by our experienced auditors

In-depth assessment of your automotive stock
In-depth assessment of your automotive stock

High-quality floorplan
checks
High-quality
floorplan

Reliable reporting
Reliable reporting

checks

Our experts are happy to answer your questions about our automotive stock audits. Get in touch today!

DEKRA Audit
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Mail

audit@dekra.com

Web

www.dekra.com/audit/

